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Where is the love?

I love teaching and I love working with children. One of
the reasons that the DfE data caught my attention was
that I originally trained in the North East of England and
the bonds of my affection for Wallsend and the canny
bairns that I taught remain strong. It goes without saying
that without knowing the context and circumstances
involved in the individual cases at these schools, it is hard
to make generalisations about the underlying issues
behind the troubling headline figures.
Statistically, the children at this Sunderland school appear 50 times
more badly behaved than the 'national average'. This is clearly
absurd. What is crystal clear is that the children who are serving the
time and the teachers and leadership team who are punishing the
crimes will all have unhappy stories to tell about this particular
annus horribilus.
Outwith any particular school approach to misdemeanours, my recent
work with some very challenging schools in Leeds makes me to suspect
that the recent curriculum and exam changes haven't helped with
supporting pupil engagement and I empathise with the pain many of the
teachers must feel. You can give a Michelin starred chef a piece of rotten
chicken, but a bit of sugar and spice won't make it taste nice, no matter
how you attempt to jazz it up.
Then there's the pressure felt by the leadership team to deliver strong
performance in the league tables in this era of academisation. What
contributory effect is this having on the management decisions around
behaviour and learning support? Are draconian decisions really in the best
interests of the children? As both an educator and parent, I struggle to see how
is it possible that denying half of the entire school cohort precious teaching
time will improve outcomes on the one hand, yet preventing children from
taking term-time holidays is seen as vitally important to protecting their long
term interests and life chances on the other.
As those who know me well will testify, I love a spreadsheet and a data set! Used
judiciously, statistical data enlightens and helps to guide. It makes for an excellent
servant. Interpreted poorly, through the prism of an existing agenda, or when we
are slaves to it, data becomes pernicious and corrupting, making it possible to
justify even the seemingly indefensible.
All the research evidence indicates that feeling loved, valued and respected makes an
intrinsically motivated human much more likely and will give him or her the best chance to
succeed, irrespective of whether that human is a child, teacher or leader. It is perhaps
stating the obvious that this love and support is not propagated on a hidden SIMS
database, or clunky target tracker, standardised score, Progress 8 performance measure,
Ofsted checklist, DfE policy document or by any Minister of State delightedly pronouncing
that teachers may use 'reasonable force' on unruly children.

In the context of successful learning and a happy school, what matters most is positive,
professional collegiality amongst teachers and the guiding, nurturing interactions with children.
This is where the love is to be found that intrinsically motivates us all and it is these bonds of
affection that make the magic happen in schools. It's why our profession is so attractive and why
those of us who work within it feel such a profound sense of vocation. Anything that unduly
stifles these daily exchanges in any way is, frankly, unfit for purpose and has no place in any
seat of learning.

Enjoy the issue.
David Winfield, Editor.
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World Education News
United Kingdom

Pakistan

Denmark

The new Conservative administration of
Boris Johnson has announced a £14bn cash
injection into UK education over the next 3
years, with £700m being allocated to
special needs education. This follows an
Institute for Fiscal Studies report which
found that schools had experienced an 8%
decline in real terms funding since 2010.
There has been criticism that the formula
to allocate much of the money will favour
wealthier, rural and traditionally more
Conservative voting areas.

Agreement has been reached between the
Government of Imran Khan and
representatives of religious schools to
stardardise the curriculum for all state and
religious schools from years 1 to 5. As part
of the deal, religious schools will be subject
to state registration and oversight whilst
their pupils will be eligible for entry to state
examinations.

Education Minister, Ane HalsboeJørgensen, is attempting to update the
exam grading system used by the country
which currently assumes perfect marks
until mistakes are made, when marks are
then subtracted. She is critical of the
approach and argues that the
methodology fixates on weaknesses rather
than recognising exceptional, if error
strewn, work.

Annual teacher starting salaries have also
been raised to £30,000 to make the
profession more competitive with other
graduate jobs.

United States
Teacher shortages in more rural areas of
the country, such as in parts of Wisconsin,
are becoming more acute. Much of this has
been driven by the removal of teacher
collective bargaining agreements which has
had the unintended consequence of raising
teacher salaries as school districts compete
for talent that is in short supply. Larger
districts such as Illinois now pay a minimum
annual teacher salary of $40,000 in an
attempt recruit and retain staff. The wage
escalation is limiting the impact of 'grow
you own' teacher programs as graduates
quickly move to other areas and American
teachers are also being persuaded to teach
abroad in increasing numbers by high
salaries and excellent working conditions.

France
There have been significant education
reforms in France, with the compulsory
education age reduced from six to three.
There have also been changes to the exam
system with coursework being given a
higher weighting in the overall results, and
children given more opportunity specialise.
All classrooms in primary and secondary
schools must now also display the French
and European Union flag, words to the
Marseillaise, and the national motto "Liberté, Égalité, Fraternité".
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Brazil
There have been large protests in Brazil as
a result of the recent large cuts to budgets.
There has been particular anger at the 30%
reduction in University funding and the
$87m drop in text-book support. The
Government of Jair Bolsonaro has also
drawn criticism for it's plans to greatly
expand the number of 'civic-military'
schools.

New Zealand
The national 'Ready to Read' scheme is
being updated to include a greater
emphasis on phonemic and word level
work. New Zealand has received criticism
about it's record on literacy, especially in
comparison to developed countries, and
this update is an attempt to counter this.
The scheme is also set to feature more
ethnically diverse characters that are more
reflective of New Zealand society as a
whole.

Saudi Arabia
For the first time, woman are now legally
able to teach boys as part of an attempt to
improve the "Early Childhood Schools
Project”. The young children themselves
will continue to be educated by gender in
separate classrooms.

Japan
The spiralling expense of education whilst
real incomes stagnate is causing increasing
concern within the country. The average
cost of a senior school and University
education is now ¥10 million (£80,000).
Much of the concern centres on the impact
of the fees on the country's historically low
birth rate.

The proposed reforms will take place amid
increasing protests against the
Conservative government amid funding
cuts and increasing class sizes.

Greece
Greek education minister, Niki Kerameus,
has reversed the decision of the previous
SYRIZA Government that Greek flag
bearers during student parades should be
chosen by ballot. Students with the highest
grades will once more be given the honour.

Israel
The world shortage of teachers is having a
considerable effect on Israel, where the
problem is now acute in subjects such
English, mathematics and science. Schools
are now beginning to employ partiallytrained recruits to fill the gaps.

Australia
Chinese-funded education programs that
teach Mandarin in schools are being axed
amid fears over potential foreign influence.
While no specific evidence of interference
has been cited, the affected programs will
be replaced by state sponsored
equivalents.

Peru
A new music academy is planned for the
country which offers free music education
to children from poor backgrounds. The
hope is that the school will rival the world's
top conservatoires such as New York's
Juilliard School. The academy will train
children from the ages of 5-18 before
guiding them onto the next step of their
career.

ISP / Nexus Partnership

On June 20th 2019, the Independent Schools Portal and
Nexus Education agreed a partnership to subsidise high
quality professional development and facilitate speed
networking in over 800 schools.

As a result of this partnership, schools attending the CPD sessions
will continue to be able to access vital high quality training and
development for just £35, as opposed to £300+ without Nexus
Education’s funding.
Nexus Education co-founders, Damien Challenger and Mike
Reardon commented, “We are extremely excited to be partnering
with the ISP to bring our informative networking sessions with
education providers to hundreds of new schools across the UK in
the 2019/20 school year. Working alongside the ISP, the whole day
CPD sessions will continue to become the bedrock of a school
leader’s training and networking activities to ensure that UK
schools stay ahead of the curve.”

Founder of the Independent Schools Portal, David Winfield,
agreed, “Research has consistently indicated that ongoing
professional development is one of the most effective ways of
delivering improved pupil outcomes, professional effectiveness
and teacher mental health. Through this partnership, school CPD
budgets will go even further than ever before, with each training
event costing just £35, including lunch and refreshments. I'm also
absolutely delighted that we are partnering with Nexus Education
to help our schools develop strong commercial relationships with
highly-valued education providers. This is a perfect fit for us as
Nexus share our core ethos and values of supporting educators to
make teaching and learning as good as it can possibly be for
pupils and this partnership will unlock enormous benefit for all
stakeholders in the sector.”

About Nexus Education
Nexus Education is a community enterprise founded in 2017 by
school governors, Damien Challenger and Mike Reardon. Nexus
was founded with the aim of sharing ideas, knowledge and best
practice between teachers via the form of blogging and
networking events. Since 2017, Nexus Education has grown to a
vibrant 11,000+ community online, creating over 275,000 social
media impressions per month. Additionally, they have developed a
UK wide event platform showcasing the very best of the
commercial sector to schools wanting to save time and money.
Nexus Education has an ambitious aim of donating over £100,000
to UK schools by 2022. As of June 2019, they are already 20% of the
way there!
www.nexus-education.com
About The Independent Schools Portal
The Independent School Portal was launched in February 2016 by
a group of independent school leaders to support the delivery of
high quality, locally-delivered professional development across
the UK and to maintain professional networks of educators. The
highly subsidised training events are held in Independent Schools,
but are open all teachers and leaders. The Independent Schools
Portal is one of the few organisations, alongside Nexus Education,
who actively work to bring together both state and independent
sectors to share best practice.
www.independentschoolsportal.org
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All of the great articles in this section began as

Damien Challenger, MD, Nexus Education

Why write articles and blog?

One question I get asked a lot by teachers across the UK when they first hear about Nexus Education is, “why should I
blog?” Well, I think that the answer for each individual is, and should be, different. However having now spoken to hundreds of
teachers, and published plenty of blogs, here are four reasons why you should consider blogging:
1. Blogging is easy! In fact the hardest part about blogging is setting it up and gaining an audience (both of which writing for
Nexus Education already provides for you). If you are able to write emails then you are able to write a blog.
2. You can help fellow teachers. Chances are the topic you are blogging or vlogging on is something many others are
experiencing in their classrooms and schools. Words are very powerful and your blog has every chance of making a definite,
positive impact on someone’s life. Whether it is a teacher struggling with their workload and looking for tips to help, or a NQT
nervous about their first post – make no mistake, blogs can change people’s jobs and lives!
3. Connect with people like you. Blogging brings people with similar interests together. In this age of social media, networking
and CPD it is fantastic to talk about what you are doing well (and what you’re not). It can be daunting opening up your thoughts
and feelings to strangers but the cathartic benefits far outweigh any anxiety you may have on how people may react to your
piece. There is nothing like having an obscure ‘out of the box’ idea and then meet someone with the same mindset – you never
know what fantastic opportunities may arise!
4. Developing your professional profile. Blogging can open many doors and lead to opportunities you can’t even imagine.
There are so many stories out there of teachers who started blogging as a side project, and then realised they had a passion for
imparting their ideas to others (hey, isn’t that the essence of teaching?) Teachers have created businesses, started charities and
transformed countless classrooms via sharing their ideas with others. Blogging offers you a chance to get your ideas out there
and, perhaps most importantly, MAKE A DIFFERENCE. To get started and get your blog out there, or if you just want some
advice on where to start, contact Nexus Education now by emailing: damien@nexus-education.com
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Making the most of video in the classroom
Chris Hobbs, founder of History Bombs
Videos in the classroom have an image problem. While the days
of dated documentaries whirring away on tired VHS tapes in
front of half-dozing students may be a thing of the past, playing
videos in class carries an implication of laziness; a suggestion of
teachers shirking their responsibilities to prepare ‘proper’
lessons.
Nowadays, however, this simply isn’t true. Classrooms are going
through a digital revolution and there has been an explosion of
captivating short-form education video content.
When used effectively, short-form videos can become a hugely
valuable part of an engaging and hi-impact learning experience.
Here are my top 10 tips for maximising the use of videos in your
classroom.

• Choose videos that challenge students
There are plenty of videos that answer the ‘What’, meaning they may offer
simple summaries of events, people, or themes etc. However, more
valuable video content will go deeper and also look at the ‘Whys’ and
‘Hows’, which is much more enriching for students.
• Start debates
Quality video content can kick-start lively classroom debates, which are a
fantastic way for students to work through key arguments. Videos that
present competing arguments and themes lend themselves naturally to
debate – as students can be tasked with representing a particular
argument or even character’s point-of-view.
• Make them laugh
American poet Alfred Mercier said, “What we learn with pleasure, we
never forget”, and this is particularly true for young audiences. Using
videos that are both highly focused and highly humorous will make your
lessons accessible, while boosting your students’ willingness to engage.
• Check the tech
There is nothing more frustrating than forgetting a password, wrestling
with wires, or struggling with dodgy internet connections – especially in
front of an audience with a short attention span. To minimise frustration
and maximise effectiveness, be sure to test-run your technology and any
videos before class.
• Invite students to take control
Videos also lend themselves ideally to the ‘flipped learning’ teaching
approach. Longer videos can be set as homework tasks – possibly
integrated within your school’s learning platforms – to then be discussed
within the classroom. Thereby also optimising lesson time.

• Keep it short
Playing a captivating five-minute video at the start of class acts as a
great ‘hook’ into the lesson topic and fire up students’ curiosity.
These ‘starter’ videos should be engaging, clearly focused on your
lesson’s learning objectives and, ideally, no longer than seven
minutes.
• Introduce the video
Context is key. Before playing the video, introduce the focus of
your lesson and the wider context. This will ensure students are
prepared for the information and engage with the information
presented.
• Pose a question
Ask a key enquiry question to your students before watching the
video. This will encourage your students to watch the video
critically and make their own judgements, which can be discussed
afterwards.
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• Make it fit your class
Videos can fit a myriad of teaching styles, student ability levels, and even
tap into a cross-curricular approach. For example, one video on history
can be accompanied with different tasks for your higher-achieving
students, as well as more creative, cross-curricular tasks, such as writing
letters to video’s producers or re-enacting scenes.
• Remember revision
Captivating short-form educational videos are perfectly suited as revision
aids – either as energetic kick-starts or lively ways to break up heavy
revision sessions •

To find out more, please visit
www.historybombs.com
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If not now, when?
‘Being a mum is a full time job’, they say, but what if you want a career too?

Farihah Anwar explains how she is excited to take the next step and begin her

journey toward becoming a headteacher.

A mum sits on the sofa after her children have finally gone to sleep. She looks
weary; her shoulders tense with the weight of the world. “What about the
kids?” she worries as she deliberates over an exciting work opportunity. Taking on
more responsibility appeals to her on many levels but she feels torn between the
demands of a high profile role which would have a positive impact on a large
scale and her commitment as a mother to the children whom she loves more than
life itself. Sound familiar? Countless women face this internal struggle daily when
trying to balance motherhood with their careers. The scenario I’ve just described
was in actual fact at the start of The Incredibles 2, which, as a part-time working
mum of three children, I was pleasantly surprised to find inspiring!
Over the past few years I’ve repeatedly asked myself this, along with many other
questions. Should I apply for the NPQH? Could I work full time? How will we cope? Is
‘coping’ good enough? So I watched delightedly as Elastigirl made the leap and took
on a prominent role. Her eyes shone with pride as she told her husband how she
rescued a runaway train and I was reminded of the very first day when I was in sole
charge of a school (I was an Assistant Headteacher at the time).
An email from a previous Headteacher swam before my eyes: “It was great to hear
about your day Farihah and to see your shining eyes as you spoke with energy and
passion about the trials of your day – which you conquered of course! I know you
are destined to go on to Headship if that is your aim.” Yes, I remember that day well.
I also remember the day I accepted my very first teaching job, working for the
aforementioned Headteacher. “I don’t really want to teach any higher than year 4,” I
had stipulated as I started as an NQT in a middle school catering for years 4-7.
Fast forward 14 years and I’ve worked in three schools and
taught every year group from year 2 through to year 6.
“I can’t imagine doing anything other than teaching my own
class,” I exclaimed as I completed my NQT year. Despite the
limitations I placed upon myself, I have subsequently been a
subject leader, a year leader, assistant head and deputy head.
Not bad for the girl who used to never say a word in staff
meetings!
So what changed?
Well…in a nutshell, I did. Or to be more specific: I grew,
developed, learned. I was inspired, guided, mentored,
coached, encouraged and yes, at times, cajoled by fantastic
leaders and colleagues. And now here I am, sitting in front of
my laptop with the NPQH form in front of me, cursor blinking,
inviting me to reflect.How did I get here? It’s quite simple
really and it boils down to three things:
1. The sheer joy of learning and
discovering that ‘yes I can do that!’ and
not only can I do it, but I can teach others
how to do it too!
2. Passion and drive to exceed – instilled
in me by my parents and developed as I
found my vocation.
3. Encouragement and belief from others.

Of course there have been some bumps along the way but I
choose to learn from each hurdle and then focus on the
positive, uplifting voices and influences around me. I am
where I am today because of the support and guidance I’ve
had – the fantastic Headteacher who spotted and nurtured
my potential, the inspirational mentor who is always on the
end of the phone whenever I need her, the colleague and
friend whose encouraging advice included the familiar quote
which forms the title of this blog. Not to mention my family
who support me unequivocally.
So wherever you are in your journey through
teaching, believe in yourself and the potential you have to
learn and grow. Treat every challenge as an experience you
can learn from and surround yourself with others who will
inspire, support and guide you. And whenever you can, pay
it forward. As Maya Angelou’s grandmother advised her,
‘When you get, give. When you learn, teach.’ The nervous
feeling that bubbles in my stomach as I start to fill in my
NPQH application form is a pretty good indicator. My time is
now •
Farihah is an experienced deputy headteacher working in a
large primary school in North-West London. She is
passionate about bringing learning to life and helping
children’s innate creativity to flourish. With a wide range of
experience including curriculum leadership, CPD leadership,
Pupil Parliament and various middle leader roles, she is
committed to developing herself and others through a
growth mindset approach. As a mum to three young children,
she works part time and is keen to promote diversity and
flexible working practices.
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Evoking feelings for learning

Evoking feelings for learning
Gillian Judson, Lecturer, Faculty of Education, Simon Fraser University , Canada

We don’t talk much about feelings in education. There are
many reasons for that, but I think one of the most
important is that many people don’t see what feelings have
to do with “serious” learning—that is, the serious learning of
the 5-year-old making sense of colour, the 12-year-old
exploring trigonometry, or the 17-year-old
studying literature.
When we do hear discussion about feelings and emotion it
tends to focus on the social and emotional needs of students.
But here’s the problem: When we ignore the role of emotion in
learning, we neglect one of the most powerful ways human
beings make meaning of their experiences.
Like a lot of recent brain research shows, Professor Mary
Helen Immordino-Yang’s research in affective
neuroscience disproves old beliefs that emotions interfere
with our ability to think and reason. It simply is not true. In fact,
the reverse is true. She notes: “It is literally neurobiologically
impossible to build memories, engage complex thoughts, or
make meaningful decisions without emotion.” (Source:
Immordino-Yang in Why Emotions Are Integral to Learning).
She describes how emotional engagement is crucial in all
subject areas and for all ages of students: “Even in academic
subjects that are traditionally considered unemotional, like
physics, engineering or mathematics, deep understanding
depends on making emotional connections between
concepts.” (Source: Ibid).
So what does this mean for educators? It means we need to
leverage emotions in all learning contexts if we want to
maximize learning.
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The Story-Form Engages Emotion
I often hear the argument that educating people is easier
now because there is a wealth of knowledge readily
available on the internet. I hope to convince
you that access to knowledge is not the greatest
challenge that educators face. Making knowledge
meaningful and memorable to students is. How often
have you spent time “surfing the web” only to leave with
absolutely nothing learned? How often have you read
something and, soon after, completely forgotten about
it?
It’s not access to knowledge that is our greatest
challenge as educators—though the internet does offer
us a great resource of course—helping students retain
and enjoy that knowledge is. So what we need to do is
enable our students to form an emotional
connection with fractions, photosynthesis, and forces.
We need them to feel something about cell division,
citizenship, censorship, civil war. Dinosaurs, division,
drama. (I could go on and on with this alphabet game!)
When topics are shaped in ways that leave
students feeling something about them, teaching
becomes storytelling. And the story-form—the narrative
—is one of the most powerful learning tools human
beings have.

Finding The Story
The first and most important step to making anything you teach
more memorable is this: Think about what it is about the topic
that engages YOU.
This is the emotional significance of the topic. Quick example: is
it the richness of the air that engages you? We could spend our
lives studying what constitutes the “empty” air around us. Or is
it the permanence of water? We simply can not get rid of it.
(Topics: Properties of the Air or Water Cycle, Primary Science
Curriculum)
You may find it odd that I have bumped learning objectives
from centre stage and begin by seeking the story on a topic. I
am not suggesting we throw out our learning outcomes or
objectives (or whatever we currently call those “targets”)—these
are crucial to teaching. Nor am I suggesting our classrooms be
full of roller coasters of jubilation followed by gutt-rotting
despair. Human emotions are much more varied and complex:
curiosity, intrigue, joy, sadness, pleasure, fear, confusion,
satisfaction, jealousy and on and on and on…
What I am suggesting is that objectives and outcomes do not
acknowledge the role of human emotion in what is meaningful
to them. They also do not form an emotional shape for the
content we are teaching—that shape is the story. We need to
acknowledge that the knowledge we retain, the knowledge that
matters to us, has somehow engaged our emotions. So we need
to talk more about feelings. When teaching becomes
storytelling we, like our ancestors before us, make knowledge
memorable and we maximize learning.

Dr. Gillian Judson is Executive Director of the
Centre For Imagination In Research, Culture and
Education (www.circesfu.ca) at Simon Fraser
University. She also teaches in the Faculty of
Education and supervises programs in
Imaginative Education.
Her research and teaching are primarily
concerned with the role of imagination in all
learning. As an educational consultant she
explores a range of topics including imaginative
and ecological teaching practices (PreK through
post-secondary), imaginative educational
program design, educational change,
imaginative educational leadership, imaginative
online learning practices and museum
education.
She writes books/chapters/articles/posts that
focus on the imagination, Imaginative Education
(IE), Imaginative Ecological Education (IEE),
creativity, and wonder.

My work with educators in all contexts, and across subjectareas, is about how to bring the imagination—that ability to
envision the possible—to the heart of our teaching and
learning. If you want to find out more about how to make your
topics more meaningful and memorable to students then please
do connect with me and others in the Centre for Imagination in
Research, Culture and Education at Simon Fraser University in
B.C., Canada •

Her latest books are entitled Imagination and
the Engaged Learner: Cognitive Tools for the
Classroom. (Egan, K. & Judson, G. New York:
Teachers’ College Press; 2016), Engaging
Imagination in Ecological Education: Practical
Strategies For Teaching (Pacific Educational
Press, 2015), and A Walking Curriculum (kdp,
2018/2019).

References:
Immordino-Yang, M.H. (November, 2015) Emotions, Learning and
the Brain: Exploring the educational implications of affective
neuroscience. New York: W.W. Norton & Co.

You can connect with Gillian on Twitter
@perfinker and/or subscribe to her blog
(imaginED: education that inspires
(www.educationthatinspires.ca)."
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Curriculum Mastery In Mathematics

The journey towards a mastery curriculum
Teaching something new to pupils is one thing but also changing the school’s teaching approach is another. Paul

Johnson shows how with the support of his Headteacher, he was able to guide his school towards a mastery curriculum.

Over two years ago, I learnt about the NCETM Primary Mastery Specialist Training Programme
and decided that this was the route I wanted my school to follow. We are a one form entry
school that has always had good results as well as having a high percentage of children that have
achieved greater depth or level 6. For a number of years, we have been using a concrete,
pictorial, abstract (CPA) approach to mathematics, and I saw developing a mastery approach as
the next logical step. I am a strong believer that children should be taught conceptual
understanding instead of strictly being taught rules.
Having looked into the mastery approach, I felt that this was a perfect fit for our school as well as
underpinning my ethos. My Headteacher was very supportive, and she fully backed this approach.
Fundamentally, she understood that it was a journey that could take time and that results
wouldn’t increase instantly.
I gained a place on the training programme and immediately following the
opening conference, I considered there to be a number of key questions:
•
•
•
•

Do we phase the approach in class by class or introduce whole school?
How do I ensure that all staff are on-board with this process?
Which area of mastery are we going to focus on first?
How will a slower approach affect our higher ability children?

Our staff are very open to new ways of thinking; however, for a number of
teachers there was some apprehension. When you get good results in your
class, you begin to question the need for change. My first staff meeting
focused on what a mastery curriculum entailed, and how it would benefit
all children.
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Paul Johnson

PD Lead and Maths SLE

CPA approach - a highly effective method
of teaching mathematics
• A logical and intuitive technique that builds on a
child’s existing understanding
• A highly effective framework for progressing
pupils to abstract concepts like fractions
• Involves concrete materials and
pictorial/representational diagrams
• Based on research by psychologist Jerome
Bruner
• Along with bar modelling and number bonds, it
is an essential approach to developing young
mathematicians

Diagram reproduced courtesy of NCETM
I focused on how each year group’s learning was to prepare
them for the following year and that fundamental concepts
taught each year had to be embedded rather than children
rushing through the curriculum. A key focus for this meeting
was to ensure that we were consistent across school having
decided on this whole school approach.
Starting the journey
Throughout the first few months of starting our journey, I
planned with teachers and ensured support for them by carrying
out team teaching. Opportunities for discussion concerning the
new approaches often followed these joint lessons.
There was one particular lesson in Year One that did not quite
go according to plan as I had pitched it wrong. Not only was it
important for the teacher to see that we won’t always get it
right, it led to an open dialogue about what needed to change.
The following day, after altering my lesson, I tried again and the
children amazed me and the teacher at what they could do.

At this point, I think it is important to remember that when
introducing something new, we don’t rush and overload staff
with too many new ideas. My personal focus has been on
maths this last year, whereas all of the other teachers had to
teach all of the other subjects as well plus other leads in
school were busy developing their own subject areas. The
whole process has to be manageable, and all staff had to
have appropriate CPD to develop their own knowledge and
have the opportunity to try out new approaches.
Representations
Our first focus as a school was on representations. This
seemed a logical starting point as we were already using bar
modelling throughout school. Our children very quickly
adapted to seeing a range of representations, and the
children have become confident using a range of models.
Teachers have become adept at using a range of
representations throughout all areas of maths and create
many resources themselves. The part-part whole model is
one such representation that and has become one of the
most valuable tools that the children have at their disposal.
Regular in-school CPD
Throughout the year, I have run regular staff meetings (8 in
total this year) focusing on a range of different areas.
Following our work on representations, we focused on
fluency and small steps. We also developed our approaches
to calculation and how the use of language and sentence
stems can deepen understanding. Having a consistent,
coherent approach is essential for the children to build on
previous learning otherwise we tend to start at the beginning
again.
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Success
We have had many successes this year. Our children have a
greater knowledge of number, and in many year groups this has
transferred into a greater use of mental strategies when
completing calculations. The children in Key Stage 1 and lower
Key Stage 2 have fully embraced the approach and are
competent in using models to decode problems; consequently,
they have developed their mathematical thinking. I was beaming
with pride as I marked the Key Stage 1 maths papers as the
children applied all of the skills they had been taught. Our
higher ability children excelled and demonstrated a deep
understanding, whilst a small group of children that in the past
would have scraped ARE, proved they had become confident
mathematicians and applied themselves in the test. However,
our Year Six children’s previous habits were hard to break. In
hindsight, would I have rolled out the approach differently and
only focused on Key Stage 1? I think I still would have done the
same as I strongly feel that the children have left our school
understanding mathematical concepts better than they did
previously.

Conversion between metric measures is a prime example of
this. Plans have also been put in place for the number strand
of the curriculum ready for September based on these
reflections. Lesson design is vital, and this will be our
primary focus in the next academic year. Crafting lessons by
using a range of representations and controlling variation is
the key to delivering a highly effective mastery curriculum.
I would strongly recommend that primary schools adopt this
approach to maths; however, I strongly believe that Mastery
in Maths is not just a scheme to follow. It is about having
highly skilled teachers that can teach tricky concepts in a
controlled way. The 5 ‘big ideas’ as set out by the NCETM is
a guide to some of the elements of mastery, and should not
be seen as a tick list. I look forward to seeing our children
develop as mathematicians next year. I hope that they come
back in September showing a good understanding in this
subject and that the time spent this year deepening their
understanding begins to pay its rewards •

Integrated learning

About the author, Paul Johnson

We plan to continue our journey following a mastery approach,
and a key focus will be developing our staff’s knowledge and
learning to dissect mathematical approaches. We aim to
introduce teachers to working in triads to observe lessons and
discuss the approaches afterwards. This will follow a similar
approach to the Teacher Research Groups (TRG) that I will be
continuing to run next year. Also, we have further developed
our plans based on our learning from this year. As the year
progressed, many teachers were discussing how they would link
more topics to number and calculation rather than teach these
as stand-alone topics.

Paul has been teaching for over 15 years in a number of
Primary Schools, and has led Maths for the past 11 years.
Throughout this time, he has always been passionate about
children developing a deep understanding of concepts
rather than being taught mathematical rules. He is a PD Lead
and Maths SLE, and has delivered training to a number of
schools on the use of models and representations. He
continues to develop his own practice and is now a NCETM
Primary Mastery Specialist.
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STEAM Education

Making an impact across the curriculum
with a controllable vehicle
A fun, motivating and engaging project immersed in science, technology, engineering, arts and maths. The approaches

to learning incorporated vital communication skills, taking thoughtful risks, working collaboratively, persisting in

solving problems and working through a creative project.

Teacher and Director, Mr Andrews Online
David Andrews formed Mr Andrews Online back in 2012 with a vision to deliver better learning experiences for
children using mobile technology. Since 2012 he has worked alongside hundreds of schools and teachers,
delivering classroom experience days for primary school children up and down the country. He has recently
written a ‘Creative Computing Curriculum’ for a leading Academy, as their previous scheme had become stale
and didn’t allow the teachers to exploit cross curricular opportunities. They wanted the scheme to ‘wow the
children and be aspirational’. The innovative Mr Andrews Online Creative Curriculum is now available to all
primary schools.
Background
Having taught Controllable Vehicles in similar way for the past
few years, I was looking for complete transformation on how this
project was delivered. Utilising the power of technology was key
and how to incorporate other curriculum subjects that would
further develop pupils’ critical thinking and problem solving
skills.
This project covered
:
• Design & Technology (Engineering): The design and making of
a controllable carScience: Using wires, batteries, motors, pulleys
and a switch to control the car – forwards and backwards.
• Technology/Literacy: Using the mobile technology to support
learning and as a tool to create car video advertisements and
brochures.
• Art & Design: Designing a unique net and logos / brand for
their vehicle.
Maths: Calculating the costs to make the cars using
spreadsheets & formulas.
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Communication: Writing and presenting a script to showcase
their car designs to an audience at a car show.
Independent Learning: Creating a Controllable Vehicle Digital
Guide
A ‘how to build a controllable vehicle’ video guide was created
for the pupils to follow. The purpose of this was to demonstrate
the steps to success – this involved filming each section, adding
a list of equipment required for each step and instructions. The
pupils could pause, rewind and watch the video as many times
as they needed to as they progressed through the project. This
allowed the children to work in a much more independent way
and more importantly at their own pace. When the children were
ready to move onto the next section, there was a list of
equipment that they would need that was available at the front
of the hall. The guide was shared to multiple devices using
Airdrop and accessed by the pupils via the iPad. This guide is
freely available at:
https://vimeo.com/268980744.

Controllable Vehicle Project
The hall was set with table and chairs for 60 children and all the
necessary materials and equipment the pupils would need to
make their controllable vehicles. 1 iPad was given to 4 children
to access the controllable vehicle guide.

The use of digital technology to support the children’s
learning was a huge success and really helped to make it an
outstanding learning experience for the children, despite the
challenging nature of the topic.
Creative use of technology across the curriculum
I will now cover how I continued this creative project after
designing and making a controllable vehicle – utilising the
power of technology and how to incorporate an integrated
approach to learning involving other curriculum subjects,
whilst keeping the learning meaningful. This culminated in
an exciting Car Show to parents!
The projects included:
1. Using a spreadsheet to consider costings for their project,
including number of parts and hire of equipment per hour.

After a brief introduction concerning safety; protecting the iPad
from saws, glue etc, how to access the digital guide and having
been shown an example of a finished product, the children were
raring to go!
Benefits of this approach:
• Access to the digital guides made the pupils secure and
confident to try and retry things. By having constant access to
instructions in video and text it opened the door to more
advanced thinking and problem solving. For example, some
children wanted an on/off switch on the side and others
investigated the use of extra batteries.
• Pupils were encouraged throughout that failing was part of the
learning process and they should be prepared to try and learn
from any mistakes and improve next time. The headteachers
commented that, “there was an incredible working atmosphere!”
• Teamwork and communication was a real focus. This project
gave the freedom to think creatively and critically. A huge
majority were producing work of a superior quality compared to
previous attempts in earlier years.
2. Planning a car advert using a storyboard.
Watch a selection of car adverts (these could be found on
Vimeo or YouTube). Focus on the camera angles, mood and
the language used to persuade audiences.
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3. Creating a car advertisement

6. Presentations

The children filmed and used the iPad’s camera to take videos
and still shots of the car to be edited later in iMovie. The aim
was to create a 30 second (maximum) advert for their car,
incorporating self-composed jingles, songs and backing music,
all created using Garageband, which is extremely easy to do
and very children-friendly.

A key element of the project was preparing for and
delivering a showcase presentation to parents / carers and
Key Stage 2 children. As well as showcasing their work, the
children evaluated their controllable vehicle, showed their
car advert and car brochure on the big screen.

You can view one of the examples by following this link:
https://vimeo.com/244442986
4. Create a car marketing brochure
This element has strong links to the persuasive writing elements
of the literacy curriculum. The children researched and created
an informative brochure. We focused on using 'marketing words'
for their vehicle and published this as a digital book (iBook
creator). Again, this is a free app that comes with iPads and is
very easy for even very young children to use.

Benefits of this approach

5. Links to science
The pupils labelled electrical components in a circuit and
explain how the forward and reverse switch works using key
vocabulary.
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• The children produced high-quality car design.
• There was an increase in the quality of the writing that was
evident in blogs and brochures. They also produced some
outstanding video advertisements.
• There was increased parental involvement. The children
badgered their parents to attend the Car Show because they
cared about and valued their work. Indeed, parents became
very involved with the project.
• When the children spoke they demonstrated an astounding
depth of knowledge, understanding and confidence. The
standards of their spoken presentations were unexpectedly
high. •
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Flexible seating.
Can it work?
Adam Watkins, Teacher,

Maths Lead, Visible Learning Coach

I like to alter the seating plan in my classroom quite often
throughout the year to maximise pupil engagement and
minimise behavioural issues.
There are considerable benefits in involving the pupils in this
process to ensure their support and to help them understand why
we have a seating plan.
In the past I have tried a range of approaches such as in big groups,
smaller groups, pairs, individual desks and a horse shoe! Each one
has its benefits, but I always prefer children sitting in small groups
for social reasons and peer support.
Whilst networking with colleagues and following further research, I
discovered flexible seating. I wasn’t sold on the idea at all at first as
I felt that it would have an adverse affect my classroom control,
however, I do like to try new things and so I decided to give it a go. I
reasoned that If it didn’t work, I could quickly revert back to the old
seating plan.
As I had a year 5/6 class, I thought that the flexible seating plan
might aid the Year 6 pupil transition to the comprehensive school
as I understood that they are not always told where to sit and many
classes don’t allocate seats. When I pitched the idea to the class,
they loved it (quelle surprise!) There was much excitable
whispering about Sir finally losing it and letting them sit with their
friends!

As a class, and with with my guidance, we carefully set out the ground
rules and everyone was clear that we all had pull together to make this
work and to stick to the agreement. This was recorded for evidence and
future reference.The class came up with the idea that they would choose
their own seat for each lesson once they’d shown that they were
responsible, on task and respectful of others’ working.
I encouraged them to think carefully about the best location for different
lessons. For example, during a Maths lesson why not sit near the front if
you’re not too confident with it yet? I suggested they think about their
peers and if they know that someone can help them along and support
them up in a subject area, then maybe sit next to or near them. In fairness I
had a very sensible class and they knew my expectations well. In order for
the flexible seating to be a success and to remain our seating
arrangement for the term ahead, the children had to show that they could:
• Remain on task
• Complete work to at least the same high standard as before
• Keep their work area neat and tidy and clear everything up at the end
of each lesson
• Be considerate of other pupils
I tended to focus on the positives and give the benefit of the doubt as it
was a new and exciting initiative, but the pupils knew that this would not
work if they did not follow the rules or started saving seats for their
friends, thereby stopping classmates from choosing their own seat.
We began in the second week of the summer term. Children were
expected to come in to class, choose a seat and settle down right away
with minimal fuss or disruption to anyone else. They were amazing! There
was a lot of flexibility with this seating arrangement and if pupils felt
comfortable working in the reading corner, on the carpet or standing up,
that was absolutely fine.
Fortunately, my Head was very open to trying new things that may have
a positive impact on learning and standards. Part of the reason for the
success, I believe, was that the children enjoyed the responsibility and
autonomy and wanted to work hard to keep the new arrangement going.
Of course there were times where we had to go back to the original plan
for a few days, but then we would start again and try harder.
To make it even more interesting you can add some fun and interesting
seating to your classroom such as bean bags, stools, deck chairs etc.
These things, of course, only add to aesthetics of the classroom and I
believe that the flexible seating plan can work under any circumstances
as long as children are actively involved and are enjoying and getting the
most out of it! •
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Independent School Portal CPD Events - Michaelmas Term 2019

S.T.E.A.M EVENTS

STEAM is an educational approach to learning that uses Science,
Technology, Engineering, the Arts and Mathematics as access points for
guiding student inquiry, dialogue, and critical thinking. These meetings
highlight the research evidence on the benefits to schools & pupils of this
integrated approach & follows the journey of Talbot Heath & Rishworth
schools. Delegates will be able to see practical examples and
demonstrations of outstanding practice & receive advice on how to embed
STEAM in their setting. Full lunch and refreshments are included in the
price.
Talbot Heath School
Dorset. 26th September 2019
9:15am - 3:15pm
£35
Speakers:
Angharad Holloway
Jade Parkinson-Hill
Cath Bufton-Green

Rishworth School
Yorks. 7th November 2019
9:15am - 3:15pm
£35
Speakers:
Dr. Joanne Ladds
Jade Parkinson-Hill
Cath Bufton-Green

http://bit.ly/ISPthsteam

http://bit.ly/rishworthsteam

LEADERSHIP EVENTS
An opportunity for leaders in education to network and participate in
workshops on STRATEGIC LEADERSHIP • THE SCHOOL AS A BUSINESS •
PRESENTATION SKILLS FOR LEADERS • GROWTH MINDSET • RISK
TAKING AND RESILIENCE. All speakers are former school leaders and
highly regarded consultants in education. Full lunch and refreshments are
included in the price.

Yarm School
Yorks. 3rd October 2019
9:15am - 3:15pm
£35
Speakers:
Phil Garner
Cath Bufton-Green

Oswestry School
Shrops. 8th October 2019
9:15am - 3:15pm
£35
Speakers:
Phil Garner
John Medlicot

Ockbrook School
Derby. 17th October 2019
9:15am - 3:15pm
£35
Speakers:
Tom Packer
Cath Bufton-Green

Upton House School
Berks. 8th November 2019
9:15am - 3:15pm
£35
Speakers:
Tom Packer
Julie Keyes

Gayhurst School
Bucks. 12th November 2019
9:15am - 3:15pm
£35
Speakers:
Tom Packer
Julie Keyes

bit.ly/YarmSchool2019

bit.ly/OswestrySchool2019

hbit.ly/Ockbrook2019

bit.ly/UptonHouse2019

bit.ly/Gayhurst2019

Chandlings School
Oxford. 19th November 2019
9:15am - 3:15pm
£35
Speakers:
Tom Packer
Cath Bufton-Green

Wycliffe College
Gloucs. 21st November 2019
9:15am - 3:15pm
£35
Speakers:
Tom Packer
Cath Bufton-Green

University College School
London. 22nd November 2019
9:15am - 3:15pm
£35
Speakers:
Tom Packer
John Medlicott

Kings College School
Cambridge. 25th Nov 2019
10:30am - 5:00pm
£35
Speakers:
Phil Garner
John Medlicott

bit.ly/Chandlings2019

bit.ly/WycliffeCollege2019

bit.ly/UCS2019

bit.ly/KingsCambridge2019
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Independent Schools Portal Training Team
David Winfield - Founding Director, Independent Schools Portal
Previously a Deputy Head at an independent boarding school, and with 15 years teaching experience in
the maintained and independent sectors, David is the Founding Director of the Independent Schools
Portal and editor of innovatED magazine. He is particularly interested in fostering creativity in children,
inspiring life-long learning and the potential of the 21st century classroom to evolve the current paradigm
in education. David remains heavily involved in developing the regional training networks on behalf of
schools, spends a great deal of time developing high-quality written content for schools and companies
and also continues to teach a few days each month!
Email: david@independentschoolsportal.org
Phil Garner - Director, Independent Schools Portal & North West Network Chairman
Phil has taught in a range of schools, both maintained and independent for 35 years. He taught Biology
and Physical Education in state secondary schools and taught as both a class–teacher, Deputy
Headteacher and Headteacher in state primary schools. He was the founding headmaster of Newcastle
School for Boys and was one of the founding directors of an innovative Free School based in the West
End of Newcastle upon Tyne. Phil was an Ofsted Inspector for 5 years and an ISI Inspector for 8
years. He has been a team member in over 50 school inspections. In recent years Phil has worked with
TES Global, HeadsForHeads and is an associate at Headspace Academics.
Email: phil@independentschoolsportal.org
Cath Bufton-Green - West Midlands, Oxfordshire & Malvern Network Chairwoman
Cath has over 20 years of experience in the education sector as a teacher, senior leader and Head
Teacher, working in both the maintained and independent sectors. Cath is passionate about staff
development and has enjoyed coaching and shaping teachers and leaders to be their very best. She
coaches on a one-to-one basis, for individual leadership development and works with leadership teams
on creating high performing teams for the effective deployment of duties and impact on school
development. She aims to inspire, challenge and empower those that she works with, to make a positive
difference for themselves, their schools and their pupils.
Email: cath@cebgconsulting.co.uk
Tom Packer - East Midlands Network Chairman
Tom has taught for over 30 years and has been a School Leader for 20. His last post was Founding
Headmaster of the West London Free School, the first Free School, to sign a funding agreement with
the Secretary of State. Tom also has experience of School Governance, having served on five Boards
over a period of 25 years. Tom has also served as one of Her Majesty’s Inspectors of Education,
specialising in Science, Mathematics and Leadership & Governance. He is also a well respected
education author and he leads Solutions for Schools, a bespoke consultancy service, specialising in
Leadership, Governance and Change Management.
Email: tpacker@dunelm.org.uk

Julie Keyes - Southern England Network Chairwoman
Julie recently began her journey into the world of educational consultancy world, having been a Deputy
Head at a Preparatory School in Cornwall. She is an energetic and thoughtful educator with over a decade
of experience as a teacher and at senior leader leadership level. Julie is a SATIPS board member and a
trustee of a MAT. Her introduction to consultancy has allowed her to work in broad and varied
environments - from delivering CPD and INSET, sitting on boards in advisory roles, to creating engaging
content for corporate partners, and supporting teachers.
Email: julie@independentschoolsportal.org

Robert Lilley - Yorkshire and North East Network Chairman
Robert is a highly experienced Head and inspector known for his good humour, passion and teambuilding. Robert has worked with Heads and leadership teams on self-evaluation and inspection
preparation and is a self-confessed technophile. He has very recently retired from the Grammar School at
Leeds where he had been Head of Junior School for 10 years. He has 20 years’ experience as an inspector
with ISI and has previously served on the national SHMIS Junior Heads’ committee and the IAPS
Membership Committee. He is a governor at a Leeds primary academy where he has sat on exclusion
panels and complaints panels. He has also led the recruitment of senior personnel including Heads.
Email: robert@independentschoolsportal.org
John Medlicott - Anglia & London Network Chairman
John is the Director of JMC Education, the consultancy group whose unique bespoke approach to CPD
has led to them being in high demand in schools and colleges across the UK and the world. JMC is a
particularly familiar name in the independent and international sectors, where they are highly regarded
and support numerous associations such as COBIS, ISP, SATIPS, ISA and IAPS. He previously held several
key academic and pastoral leadership roles in schools and colleges. John still teaches in an Ofsted
Outstanding School and has taught Science for over 20 years. As a teacher trainer & school improvement
consultant he works with schools across the UK and internationally. He is consistently graded as
“outstanding” by delegates on their evaluation forms.
Email: jmedlicott@jmcinset.com

Leadership

Presentation Skills for Leaders
7 Top-tips for better presentations
By Robert Lilley, ISP Yorkshire & North East Network Leader

I write this having just sat through yet another ’death by
Powerpoint’ experience where the presenter simply read
through the numerous bullets on their overloaded slides.
We give presentations to impart information, possibly to
convert someone to our way of thinking or, as an
independent school leader, to instil parent confidence and
thus maintain our pupil recruitment. If our presentations are
boring or the viewer tunes out, we have failed.

One key hint is to move away from those bullet-laden slides
to high quality visual images. Visual communication is
proven to stick in the memory far more effectively. An
image can create an instant emotional connection and if
you can link your message to the viewer’s emotional
centres then you are already on your way to success.

Communications expert and author of ‘Presentation Zen’,
Garr Reynolds, suggests 7 other ways to improve our slides
and presentations:

1. Use multimedia wisely – don’t
overwhelm your audience with
too much information, animation
and pictures.
Cutting the superfluous is one of
the hardest things to do because
when we are close to the topic, as
most presenters are, it *all* seems
important. It may be true that it's
all important, but when you have
only ten minutes or an hour, you
have to make hard choices of
inclusion and exclusion. This is
something professional storytellers
know very well. What is included
must be included for a good
reason.
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2. Use short stories – stories are easy to remember and
the best presenters often use personal stories to
illustrate their points.
Storytellers—filmmakers, novelists, etc. — know that it is
emotion which impacts people most profoundly. Yes, facts,
events, structure are important, but what people remember
—and what is more likely to push them to act—is the way
the narrative made them feel.
3. Respect your audience – Move away from the screen
and get them involved & engaged rather than just being
passive observers.
We are a storytelling animal. We are not a bullet-pointmemorizing machine. We are wired to be attracted to a
story and to learn from them and to spread them. As
Andrew Stanton of Pixar says, "The best stories infuse
wonder.” Everything depends on the context of the
presentation, but in most cases a good presentation is a
mix of logic, data, emotion, and inspiration.

4. One idea per slide – that’s it. Simple, clear and effective.
Don’t let your message and your ability to tell a story get derailed by
slides that are unnecessarily complicated, busy, or full of what Edward
Tufte calls “chart junk.” Nothing in your slide should be superfluous,
ever.

5. Take it slowly – give them chance to absorb what you are saying.
Make your point and give something for them to think about
You could, for example, pose questions or open up holes in people’s
knowledge and then fill those holes. Make the audience aware that they
have a gap in their knowledge and then fill that gap with the answers to
the puzzle (or guide them to the answers). Take people on a journey of
discovery. And this journey is filled with bits of the unexpected. This is
what keeps the journey moving forward.
6. Talk ‘to’ the audience – Don’t turn your back on them. Make good
eye contact and look at individuals rather than scanning the group.
Looking directly at individuals is a superb device to make your audience
feel like you are talking to them directly. Since you are using a computer,
you never need to look at the screen behind you — just glance down at
the computer screen briefly. One sure way to lose an audience is to turn
your back on them. And while you’re maintaining great eye contact, don’t
forget to smile as well. Unless your topic is very grim, a smile can be a
very powerful thing.

7. Keep it short
Humans have short attention spans when it comes to
passively sitting and listening to a speaker. Audience
attention is greatest at the opening and then again when you say
something like “In conclusion…”
This is just the human condition, especially so for the busy (often tired)
knowledge worker of today. So, if you have 30 minutes for your talk,
finish in 25 minutes. It is better to have the audience wanting more (of
you) than to feel that they have had more than enough. Professional
entertainers know this very well.
Remember, we will not impact everyone in even our greatest
presentations. But if we can get enough people talking about the
content in the hours or days after our talk, that is success. Maybe we
have lit a spark or motivated someone just a little to explore our
message more deeply in future. That is what change is built upon, and
that will have made the preparation and delivery of the presentation
worthwhile.
Robert Lilley is an experienced Head, inspector and school governor.
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SCHOOL MARKETING:
5 top tips to Make Your School Budget Work Harder

by David Limb, Managing Director,

Blue Apple Education.

As competition between schools continues to increase, it’s never
been more important that schools market themselves effectively.
It’s essential that schools communicate what truly sets their
school apart from other schools and convey why parents and staff
should choose it over another. There can be many repercussions
from a school not marketing themselves - student numbers can
easily dip for example, or a school’s reputation - a school’s most
valuable asset - can start to fall down.
Marketing is often viewed as lower on the priority list when school
budgets are being carved up however and many schools experience
challenges around conservative marketing budgets and knowing
how to spend their marketing budget effectively. These budget
restrictions can lead to a ‘make do’ attitude towards refreshing
marketing collateral, yet ironically, this reluctance to spend will
inevitably lead to a loss of income through a shortfall in students.
The good news is, whether a school’s budget is significant or
meagre, with good planning, you can maximise it and get a good
return on your marketing investment. Below are 5 tips that will help
your marketing budget work as hard as possible and will support
your school in achieving its objectives:
1. Create a marketing plan:
The backbone of all successful marketing - a marketing plan. A
good marketing plan outlines all the important elements needed to
market your school consistently and successfully. It will outline
when, where and how to invest your school's budget, typically
across a 12-month period.
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Plan your visit
Wear comfortable shoes
Get hands on with the technology
Speak to strangers and make connections

A marketing plan doesn’t have to be lengthy or complicated. To
create a simple marketing plan, you will need to:
·
Define your objectives
·
Define the activities to achieve those objectives
·
Plot those activities on the marketing plan along a 12-month
timeline
·
Add cost estimates for each activity
The plan will act as a framework to guide efforts and keep everyone
focused on end goals.
2. Ensure the marketing solution matches the issue you’re trying
to solve:
As communication and design experts, a school may come to us
with a specific requirement, for example to boost attendance at an
open day or to increase engagement with parents. The school may
have preconceived ideas about what they’d like e.g. a new
prospectus or a newsletter. Rather than diving straight in however,
it’s important to fully define the objectives and desired outcomes as
it usually turns out that there’s a slightly wider requirement, for
example to boost awareness, and that a different solution will be
more effective to meet your particular need.

babies at the event. Attached to the ribbon of the balloon was a small
school brochure. The balloons were all in the school’s colours and
were printed with the school’s name and crest. It proves that with a
dollop of creativity, good ideas can work hard for you and need not be
expensive.
4. Think digital-first:
For some schools, traditional marketing tools like print advertising are
still widely used. In isolation however, these older marketing strategies
are increasingly less effective compared to digital options, and don’t
always offer the best return on investment. More and more schools
are turning towards digital marketing strategies (SEO, social media
advertisements etc.) to make their budget work harder by reaching
their target audiences effectively and efficiently and achieving their

3. Optimise every opportunity:
When trying to make your school marketing budget work as hard as
possible, it’s important to maximise every opportunity. If you’re
having to have an Ofsted-compliant website for example, then why
not make your website into something that something really
impressive! Ensure it’s beautifully designed, rich in functionality and
easy to navigate to form a powerful tool that will both attract new
families and communicate effectively with existing parents.
Or if you’re hosting an event, consider tactics to target prospective
parents. One school had great success with a simple activity of tying
a branded, helium-filled balloon to the wrist or pram of toddlers and
objectives - whether those are to drive website traffic,
create awareness or engage with parents. It is advised
however that you partner up with a professional company
to ensure you make the most of your expenditure.
5. Think ahead.
Thinking ahead can help your marketing budget work
harder in a couple of ways. If investing in new marketing
collateral...school photography for example, think ahead
to how those photographs might be used across other
marketing channels in the future e.g. social media, banner
displays and more. Or if you have an event coming up,
plan ahead and consider what skill sets or connections
are within your parent community that may benefit the
event. For example, if you have a parent with print
connections, and you need a banner or a flyer to
announce an upcoming event, think ahead and ask that
parent if they’re able to source the items at cost price.
In summary, whether your budget is large or small, it’s
important to make it work as hard as possible. And
remember, a big marketing budget spent badly may not
be as effective as a small budget spent with flair and
imagination so get sharpening that pencil and pushing
those boundaries.•

If you would like to host or
attend a FREE Blue Apple
Education Workshop on
"Making Your School Budget
Work Harder" contact Mark
Davis on:

Tel: 0330 223 0766
Mob: 07872 837 095
Email: mark@blueappleuk.com
Twitter: @BlueappleUK

Leadership

Encouraging Risk Taking and

Building Resilience

Julie Keyes

ISP Network Leader

The Science Bit:
The stress response in humans is initiated by the
amygdala, this is the part of the brain responsible for
our instinctive and impulsive responses. Stressful
situations and circumstances can cause the
prefrontal cortex at the front of the brain to
temporarily shut down. The prefrontal cortex is the
control tower of the brain. It is responsible for
sustaining attention on a task, initiating problemsolving activities, controlling impulses, and
regulating emotion. Sometimes not having too much
involvement from the prefrontal cortex can be a
good thing. Times when we can rely on our instincts
to choose the right path. Then there are the other
times. The occasions when we need to assert control
to successfully navigate a challenge.
Resilience is having the capacity to access the
prefrontal cortex and calm the amygdala.
Academic resilience
Developing resilience when it comes to school work can start from a very young
age and should not be the preserve of older children.
It begins with the understanding that some things will be hard to achieve and that
difficult situations are not to be avoided. Children should be allowed to
acknowledge their strengths, their effort and their bravery. When children do
encounter a challenge, practice the art of ‘reframing’. This involves looking at a
problem from a different angle so that they might be able to identify the
opportunities, rather than problems, this new challenge has brought them.
Nurturing a growth mindset when it comes to academic work can be immensely
valuable. Growth mindset culture is deeply rooted in language, instilling a culture
and ethos where children are equipped with the vocabulary that allows them to
change their mind and alter their viewpoint.
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Emotional resilience
Emotional resilience is not about being tough, but more to do with
outlook and attitude. It is also intrinsically linked to how children
perceive themselves against their peers. It is entirely possible to be
deeply sensitive and emotional but remain unaffected by the actions
of others. Likewise, it is possible to be outgoing and seemingly
confident but inwardly vulnerable to the smallest of comments from
classmates.
Finding ways to encourage a strong sense of self can be crucial to this
idea of resilience. If a child is secure with their own identity and
possesses a solid support system, they are less likely to be affected by
the opinions of others.
Foster happiness, or more specifically, optimism. This has been found
to be one of the key characteristics of those displaying high levels of
resilience. If you are more inclined to look for the positives in a
challenging situation, altering your approach with a view to success, it
can lead to a more triumphant outcome.

Six takeaways:
1. Play
Problem solving is a creative process. Anything that
strengthens a child’s thinking skills will nurture their
resilience.
2. The language of problem-solving
Self-talk is such an important part of problem-solving.
Teacher’s words are powerful because they are the
foundation upon which children build their own selftalk. Rather than solving the problems for them, start
to give them the language to solve their own.
3. Don’t rush to the rescue.
Exposure to stresses and challenges during childhood
will help to ensure that they are more able to deal
with stress during adulthood. There is strong
evidence that these early experiences cause positive
changes in the prefrontal cortex that will protect
against the negative effects of future stress.

Risk-taking
Risk taking is the act or fact of doing something that involves danger or
risk in order to achieve a goal
The traditional school prospectus picture of risk-taking typically
involves children clambering on logs, and rightly so. Risk taking should
start young and often the outdoor environment can be a great place
for this to be nurtured. However, the mistake that is often made is that
the lessons learnt in this outdoor environment are not made explicit
enough to carry through to academic situations.
It’s a school’s responsibility to provide an environment, both inside and
out, where the children feel safe enough to take risks. As with
resilience, so much of developing a risk-taking attitude centres around
the appropriate use of language.

4. Be Scared
Facing fear can be stimulating. Overcoming fear is
empowering. (Providing that suitable coping
strategies are securely in place.)
5. Safe and considered risks
Age-appropriate freedom lets children learn where
the boundaries lie, it encourages them to think about
their decisions and teaches them that they can cope
with situations that go wrong.
6. Be a model
Imitation is a powerful way to learn. The small humans
in your life will want to be just like you, and they’ll be
watching everything. Let them see how you deal with
disappointment, and allow them to share in the
jubilation of your success.
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The Art of Persuasion
By Phil Garner

There are good leaders who
actively guide and bad
leaders who actively
misguide. Hence, leadership
is about persuasion,
presentation and people
skills.
- Shiv Khera
The best school leaders are confident communicators and
storytellers. They are great persuaders and brilliant listeners. They
are particularly adept at ‘telling the story of their school’ to diverse
audiences in a variety of situations. They are great motivators and
usually manage to get people to ‘do things’, ‘put themselves out’
and ‘go the extra mile’. A particular strength of the Persuasive
Leader is that of treating colleagues with respect and realising that
they are a most valuable resource.

The old adage ‘People are
your most important asset’
turns out to be wrong… The
right people are.
- Collins J, (2001), Good To
Great, Harper Collins
The persuasive style of leadership embraces participation,
collaboration and delegation in addition to persuasion but the
persuasive element is at the root of the decision-making process
since there is always more than one person that needs to agree on
the final answer to the posed question or challenge. How is it that
some people are so incredibly persuasive? Persuasion is not about
manipulation but it is about getting people to do something that is
either in their own best interests or for the common good.
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To be a persuasive leader you must not only make a
rational argument but also frame your ideas, approaches
and solutions in ways that appeal to the diverse groups
that make up your staff, students, governors and / or
parents.
PREPARE THE WAY
Consider your position from every angle and
perspective
Be meticulous when planning presentations and
dialogues
Invite discussion, debate, criticism, feedback and
alternatives
Test and revise ideas to reflect the specific audience’s
concerns, needs and suggestions
Effecting change is perhaps one of the most challenging
endeavours in which to engage but it is absolutely vital for
growth and development. School leaders must have the
necessary skills to both persuade and inspire •

The triumph of
persuasion over force is
the sign of a civilised
society.
- Mark Skousen

The Secret Parent
When School's Out For The Summer...

It’s a well and probably over debated topic by now, but I think there is
room for another penny’s worth. School holidays, particularly the UK
Summer holiday. Why do they have to be so long? In the Independent
Sector it’s even longer with many schools reaching the heady heights
of 9 weeks off, compared to still long 6 weeks in the State Sector.
What good is it doing? There has been talk over the years about a 4 term
academic year, spreading the holidays a little more evenly across the 3
main holidays, extending half terms, so on and so on, but nothing ever
changes and as a parent we are left to occupy, interest, and provide
balance for our children for an incredibly extended period. Don’t get me
wrong, I love my children infinitely and I love being with them, but they
need occupying, stimulating, resting, challenging, to continue and
withhold their knowledge to date. It’s a pretty tall order day in day out
and most of which in one way or another costs money, time and a
considerable amount of planning, which to parents, working or otherwise
can sometimes be in short supply.
I want my children to be happy, that really for me with 2 under 10, is the
ultimate aim. We do live in an age now where unfortunately children can’t
and don’t just go out and play on the street and occupy themselves in the
way that generations previous did. Nor do we want to fully submit to the
digital babysitters such as iPads, games consoles etc that can make a
parents life easier from time to time. So we need to get them out, actively
engaged in organised, structured and safe activities.
But what of their education? At the start of the holidays, it’s easy to say,
we’ll keep reading, writing, practicing those spellings and mental maths
and make sure come September, it’s all as fresh as that last day of term,
but as the sun shines (hopefully) and the weeks pass, most of us know
that realistically it just doesn’t happen to that extent. In younger children, I
really do believe that it pretty much takes until half term to be as
confident and at the level they were at educationally at the end of the
Summer Term. It takes a while to settle into each new year, to get back to
where you left off, to trust the new teacher and to get back into that
mindset of structured learning. So why 8 or 9 weeks? It just doesn’t make
sense to me, it is regressional, it is counterproductive, people almost fear
it rather than await it with great anticipation, what a shame.

What do teachers think? I’d be really interested to know if teachers agree
with this, from a teaching perspective, but also a personal one. Do the
long summer holidays really act as a true perk and necessity of the job or
would they prefer more, shorter holidays through the year? Teacher
wellbeing is hugely important and this needs to be factored with equal
importance here.
There are many reasons why the academic year is as such, the main one
being in days gone by, before farm machinery, children could get out in
the fields and help with the summer harvest, but that isn’t relevant in
today’s day and age so why should we continue to follow this timetable?
Granted, at the end of a long exam period for older students, the long
summer will be a welcome break but even then, can being out of that
mindset for so long necessarily be a positive thing?
There seems to be no answer on this, governments have conducted
reviews over the decades but nothing ever gets done or even publicly
debated to test the arguments. A fundamental shift in the education
system is unlikely but surely it’s worth some serious discussion once and
for all? Maybe it’s ok just as it is, but let’s base this decision on the
evidence.
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Budgeting: The great enabler

Understanding where the money goes

Leaders in schools – senior and middle – would be horrified
if they felt they had no part in shaping their school’s future.
Yet I suspect that probably 50% or so of leaders do just that
– of their own volition!

Following on from the notion that a budget is simply a future
plan expressed in financial terms (by the way, this isn’t just my
notion, most commercial business see it that way too) we
need to pay more attention to exactly how the budget is
constructed. Here are some of the priorities a school might
consider (this is by no means exhaustive):
Finance, budgeting. Dirty words for some teachers, for others
Devising and teaching the curriculum; free child care before
simply the Bursar’s or Business Manager’s job. One of the
and after school; marketing; new building developments;
exercises I ask staff to complete during my various CPD
extra-curricular activities; maintaining grounds and buildings;
sessions up and down the country is to prioritise their varied
maintaining the school’s database, staff training.
It’s well known that staff costs take up the biggest slice of the
and valuable roles. Out of over 500 delegates, only two
considered the budget to be towards the top of their agenda. budget. Yet looking at the list, how aware are you of the staff
costs involved in each item? Too often staff costs are simply
No one has ever put it at the top.
lumped together as one item, so it’s impossible to analyse
properly. What about the other costs involved? Does the
I submit, however that, quite simply, a budget is a plan for the
amount spent on each reflect its priority? For example, one
future. It might be the plan to operate the school for the
school I visited spends nearly £60,000 on staff costs
forthcoming year: curriculum, assessments, marketing,
associated with child care and £3,000 on staff development.
pastoral care, events etc. Or it could be a strategic five year
development plan. Either way a budget is a plan for the
Does this reflect the ethos and vision of that school?
future, translated into financial terms.
I’m suggesting that schools might take a fresh look at
budgeting. The process often works like this. We start with
Looked at this way, the budget becomes everybody’s
last year’s expenditure, adding on a bit to cover inflation and
business. Certainly all leaders should have this plan at the
other extra costs (teachers’ pension contributions, for
top of their agendas. Without it, I fail to understand how
example), factor in any developments and compare this with
the school can expect to survive comfortably in what is,
projected income. We then make some cuts and increase
arguably, one of the toughest times in the history of
fees to arrive at a balanced budget.
Independent Education.
I’d suggest starting with the plans. The operational plan for
The other side of the coin is, of course, how the school’s
the next academic year: a prioritised list of what we intend to
hierarchy, including governors, views the process of
deliver together with any long term developments. Take a
keen look at potential areas of waste, too. Translate these into
budgeting. For my argument to succeed, all stakeholders
costs and, taking account of your priorities, make any cuts,
need to acknowledge that the plan comes first. Only then is
carefully assessing their impact, to arrive at the level of fees
it perhaps the Bursar’s job to translate the plan into
and ultimately the budget.
financial terms (although personally I should expect all
I maintain that as far as possible the budget should reflect the
leaders to have a good understanding of how this
vision and values of the school. That means every member of
translation works and to assist in the process).
staff and parent understanding where the money goes •

Look after your Budget; it’s your plan – your great enabler.
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Tom is a former Head, Inspector and School Governor. You
can get in touch with him by visiting:
www.independentschoolsportal.org/thomas-packer

Leadership

Why we start with WHY?
An approach to considering your ‘Vision, Values and Strategy’

I don’t know how many school open events you may have attended, but in my
time, I have been to many and have led many too. I have also read countless
glossy prospectuses and navigated my way around many an interactive
website. All schools do a great job of highlighting and showing us WHAT they
do and many are able to explain to us HOW they do this, but it is the truly
outstanding schools that draw us in by articulating WHY they do it.

Cath Bufton-Green

ISP Network Chairwoman

Simon Sinek’s philosophy in his best-selling
book ‘Start with Why’ (2011) resonates as a great
model for arriving at a school’s vision, values and
strategy. It focuses on starting from the inside out
and taking the time to focus on the WHY – the
purpose, cause or belief for your school and its
community.

WHAT - Your offering
HOW - The Process

WHY
do you do
what you do?

Why start with WHY?
Those who start with WHY never manipulate,
they inspire and provide people with a sense of
purpose or belonging
People don’t buy WHAT you do, they buy WHY
you do it
Our WHY is offered as the reason to join our
school and the WHAT serves as the proof
Knowing our WHY is essential for continuing
success and helps a school avoid being
lumped in with others
The WHY wins hearts before minds
When a WHY is clear, those who share the
belief will be drawn to it and want to be a part
of bringing it to life
A clear sense of WHY sets expectations.

However, a WHY will not be successful without
the clarity of HOW and WHAT. A WHY is just a
belief, the HOWs are the clearly articulated
actions taken to realise this belief and the WHATs
are the results of those actions.
Why not try and use this approach when
reviewing your school’s vision, values and
strategy? Involve your staff in the process. "The
role of a leader is not to come up with all the
great ideas. The role of a leader is to create an
environment in which great ideas can happen” •
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International Education

A Global Perspective

Phil Garner

Head of International Partnerships

Independent Schools Portal

Education is the most
powerful weapon
which you can use to
change the world
- Nelson Mandela
With increasing moves towards political
nationalism and ‘protecting our borders’, it
is essential that educationalists continue to
embrace and advocate a global
perspective.

According to ISC Research the number of
British medium, international schools is set to
continue to rise at about 6% per year for the
foreseeable future and the actual number of
schools to increase from 10000 to over
20000 in the next decade. Teacher supply in
British International Schools, as well as our
own domestic schools, is going to be a major
challenge in the coming years. ISC Research
estimates that these, and similar schools, will
have a global workforce of nearly half a
million and the schools will produce revenue
in excess of US$49 billion. COBIS (Council of
British International Schools) has announced
a number of partnerships with international
providers of Initial Teacher Training with a
view to encouraging more schools to ‘grow
their own’ and ease future staffing demands.
Schools will need to play a more significant
role in teacher training and they will need to
provide more comprehensive programmes of
induction, mentoring, coaching, professional
development and InSeT.
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This market will provide significant opportunities for
providers of recruitment services, teaching resources and
professional development.

The biggest increase in private education would appear to
be in the ‘low cost’ provision in areas such as India and
Nigeria where there have been significant increases in the
number of educational providers. According to the
Hindustan Times, private schools in India have gained 17
million students in the last 5 years with government-funded
schools seeing their enrolment fall by 13 million during the
same period. Fewer than 1 in 5 of elementary school
teachers in India are trained. Low fee private schools have
been sprouting up across the country and this trend is
continued in other countries, such as Nigeria, where
research has shown that in Lagos State 70% of children are
educated in private schools with the census from 2010
counting 12098 private schools with 1.4 miliion children in
that state alone. There are now estimated to be over 16000
private schools in Lagos State amd most will be defined as
‘low-cost’.

The implications of these trends in the
increasing growth of private education are
many and manifold and include:
Initial Teacher Training
Recruitment and Retention
InSeT and CPD
Induction, mentoring and coaching
Teaching and learning resources
Pupil attainment
Access to technology
Enrolment of older students
Drop-out of girls
Inflexible regulations
Funding
Limited governance and management
experience
Lack of infrastructure
Poor guidance for parents
Unstable curricula
School fees

The Independent Schools Portal will be able to support
the development of private education both in wealthy and
less wealthy parts of the world. They are exploring
opportunities to establish a number of global education
conferences with a key focus on global perspectives and
developing international schools for tomorrow. These
conferences will provide high-quality educational
experiences for forward-thinking educators, owners,
governors, administrators and educational providers.

There are many ways you can make an impact on the
world but there is no greater impact you can make than
by spreading and supporting education. Empower
people who’ll empower and teach people, who, in turn,
will teach and empower more people.

For more details please contact Phil
Garner on 07472 675967 or
phil@independentschoolsportal.org

If you are planning for a year, sow rice; if
you are planning for a decade, plant
trees; if you are planning for a lifetime,
educate people
- Chinese Proverb
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Metacognition

Metacognition
How to use it in the Classroom

By Bradley Busch and Edward Watson

What is Metacognition?
Ever since the Education Endowment Foundation
reported that metacognition adds an average of
7 months additional progress and is one of the
cheapest strategies based on a strong body of
research, many teachers and senior leaders are
looking to implement it at their school. But what
actually is it? And most importantly, how can we help
students develop it?
Metacognition is often defined as ‘thinking about
thinking’. However, it is actually much more than
that. It covers students’ ability to reflect and critically
analyse how they think. Essentially, it is about
developing student’s self-awareness, so that they can
better monitor, reflect and analyse their own
performances. As a result, they become better
independent learners.
How Can Schools Develop Student Metacognition?
As metacognition covers a broad range of thinking
strategies, there are numerous ways that teachers and
schools can help students improve it. We have
highlighted four possible ways they can do this.
Before-During-After
Teachers can develop their students’ metacognitive
skills by helping them break down the task into three
areas; before, during and after. By ensuring that they
take time to plan how they are going to do a task,
monitor their progress during and evaluate afterwards,
their self-awareness, self-reflection and performance
next time should all improve. Specifically, this could
include:
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Metacog

Ideas
Resources
Strategies

Thinking
about
thinking

Before a task – encourage students to identify
whether their task they are performing is similar
to others they have done in the past. This will
encourage them to identify helpful strategies
and boost their confidence. An additional area
to target could be identifying clear goals and
how long they think each task will take (in the
research, this is known as helping them to avoid
‘the planning fallacy’).
During a task – provide a structure that allows
them to monitor their performance as they go
along. This ensures any road bumps or hiccups
can be nipped in the bud, ensuring that they
stay on task and on track.
After a task – Having completed the task
students should look to learn from their
experiences, by reflecting on what went well
and what they could improve on for next time.
This provides a firm platform for future learning.

Model the Correct Thought Processes
If we want to help students identify the correct thinking process, then
it may be helpful to model our thought processes. This can be
especially helpful for novices at a task, as it provides a step by step
guide about how to solve the problem. By breaking it into
manageable chunks and actionable steps, the task will seem less
daunting and therefore less stressful. Exposing students to their
teacher’s thought processes removes any ambiguity and gives them
a clear structure from an expert, that they can apply to similar
problems.
Use Metacognitive Questioning
Another way in which teachers can enhance their student’s
metacognitive skills is by teaching them how to talk to themselves in
a helpful and positive way. One seminal study in this area found that
by having students ask themselves three simple questions before
they started their revision led to them scoring a third of a grade
higher. The three questions they had students ask themselves were
‘which resources do I need to help me study?’, ‘why are these
resources helpful?’ and ‘how will I use this resource?’. Doing so,
improved their self-reflective skills with students reporting they felt
more in control of their learning.
Teach Students the Science of Learning
Giving students an awareness of effective strategies that they can
use to learn is another way to improve their metacognitive skills. One
of the most effective learning strategies is retrieval practice, which
requires students to generate an answer to a question. Retrieval
practice is effective as it reinforces previous learning which helps
create stronger memory traces. This means that actually students
shouldn’t do revision in order to do well in a test, but instead do lots
of tests to help their revision •

gnition

Bradley Busch is a chartered psychologist and director of InnerDrive.
He is one of the leading experts on how psychological research can
best help students and teachers improve how they think, learn and
perform. He wrote two regular blogs for The Guardian: ‘The Science
of Learning and Teaching’ and ‘Lessons From Research’. Outside of
education, he works with Premiership and international footballers, as
well as has helped members of Team GB win medals at London 2012
and Rio 2016.

Selfregulation,
memory &
study skills

Edward Watson is a graduate of Oxford University who served seven
years in the army. After completing a MBA at London Business School
he worked as a strategic management consultant for Marakon
Associates. In 2006 he founded InnerDrive, a mental skills company
that helps students develop the right mindsets to do well at school
and in life, and to learn the key skills needed to perform under
pressure. Over the past decade, Edward has designed and delivered
student workshops, parent workshops and teacher CPD at hundreds
of schools in the UK and around the world.

The Science of Learning: 77 Studies that Every Teacher Needs to
Know (Routledge, £18.99) by Bradley Busch and Edward Watson is
out now. Additional research for this article was provided by
Innerdrive researcher Charlotte Skipp.
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Outdoor Learning

Into the unknown:
How an outdoor adventure could transform your pupils’ outlook

see huge benefits.
What we like about Outward
Bound® courses is the application
of educational theory and
pedagogy. The courses are all
about developing the child - not
just about doing outdoor activities.
This means that each child works with the same
instructor throughout the course, and the challenges
are adapted to suit the needs of the individual and the
group as the week progresses. Importantly, there is also
a large amount of reflection time built in. So as well as
gorge scrambling or camping out, each child is given
the opportunity to think hard about their own strengths
and areas to work on. At the end of the course, they
come away with a personal report, compiled jointly by
the child and their Outward Bound instructor.
By Gavin Sinnott, Director of Studies

St. Hugh's Preparatory School, Lincolnshire.

The Outward Bound Trust is an educational charity
that uses the outdoors to help develop young people
from all walks of life. Here Gavin Sinnott of St Hugh’s
Preparatory School in Lincolnshire describes the
benefits for prep school pupils.
“Since its foundation over 75 years ago, the charity has
been running adventurous and challenging experiential
outdoor learning courses that equip young people with
valuable skills for education, work and life.
Increasingly, schools are seeing the value of education
outside the classroom, especially at specific turning
points in young people’s lives, such as the move from
junior to senior school.
St Hugh’s, where I am Director of Studies, is a case in
point. We are a small rural school which benefits from a
real community feel with pupils and teachers getting to
know each other very well. Children develop
independence and confidence and become used to
taking responsibility. But this means that the transition
to a much bigger senior school can be a difficult time.
As a reward and celebration of their time at St Hugh’s,
we send all our Year 8 pupils on a week-long residential
to The Trust’s Lake District Centre at Howtown and we
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The course equips them with valuable skills such as
resilience, inter-dependence and helping others. Over
the years we have seen children with challenging
behaviour thrive in the outdoor environment, and
become helpful and caring to others. We have seen
others who are naturally timid soar with new found
confidence.”
To find out more contact The Outward Bound Trust on
01931 740000 or outwardbound.org.uk/schools

Child development

Zaib Unisa, Reading Specialist

AlHuda International School, Faisalabad,Pakistan

The brain's favourite way of learning
Why play will always be every educators best friend
Play is our brain’s favourite way of learning. Learning through play is a term usually used in education to
describe how a child can learn new things from surroundings and how it impacts on the child’s cognitive skills,
confidence, maturity, emotional development and learning from the environment. It’s understanding that
learning is a process which is completed not only by following textbooks, but also how and what we learn from
our experiences. Outdoor games or indoor activities play a central role in child development.
Children are naturally drawn to play outside and it has
enormous benefit:
.Learning to ask questions
It increases attention spans.
It builds physically fit and healthier child.
When a child feels happy with an activity it stimulates
his immunity and growth.
Children also get a chance to see the world from a new
perspective.
It allows them to explore their environment.
Develops muscle strength, coordination and self
confidence.
iThings
There was a time when playing was associated only with
going outside and doing physical activities. Many parents
are now worried about their children being busy on their
iThings and not going outside to play. The good news is
that playing video games is not as harmful as we suppose
them to be. Different studies have show that children who
play video games often:
Develop fast reactions and rapid problem solving skills.
Learn new things quickly.
Are able to work more independently than their peers.
Are better able to multi-task.
Handle high intensity and pressure situations more
effectively and experience less stress.
Communication
Play is the language of children. Through play, children
get a chance to interact with other children who have
different abilities, communication skills and personalities.
Thus it opens a way to understand others and also to
convey themselves, helping to build new vocabulary as
well as the self confidence to communicate in different
situations.

Children are much less self-conscious during play and
more readily ask questions. It empowers their observation
skills, they collaborate with others more readily and learn
to take risks.
Social skills
Through play children learn vital non-verbal gestures,
facial expressions and body language. Understanding of
complex social conventions and the need for taking turns
develops rapidly. It helps the growth of empathy and is
essential for communication, persuasion and critical
thinking. It fosters respect and tolerance. Following the
rules in a game makes children learn self control and
motivation, how to stay on-task and the importance of
doing the right thing.
Patience
Patience is an essential part of a play and in our lives.
Waiting for our turn and performing the duties in a game
fosters patience in children. It also makes them realise
that other people are important too.
Cognitive Development
Play is vital for creativity and imagination. When children
play “A doctor’s clinic”, “Cooking for guests” or a “Friend’s
birthday party”, they are remembering experiences or
imagining in a new way. Through this, they 'road test' new
situations in a safe environment, acquire knowledge and
increases their ability to interact and solve problems •
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The Last Word

Tom Packer
The Last Word
Malaise in Education
I reckon it was the ERA of 1998 that was responsible. Before the ERA,
teachers and educators spoke in a language which was more or less
accessible to all. It was easily understood by parents, employers, students
and laymen. But the ERA (Education Reform Act 1998) changed all that,
whether intentionally or not. Post ERA we must speak in jargon at all times.

Thus we have key stages and foundation subjects (nothing to do
with the Foundation Stage, by the way).

Then I came across the puzzling sentence “... the training for LAs provided
by the LA has made a significant difference to the attainment of the LA ...”
(LA = Learning Assistant, Less Able, Local Authority, Low Ability).

Differentiation, which I’d understood as
now means doing
different things with children of differing abilities - we’d been doing
this for centuries but of course it was quite worthless in an
environment devoid of jargon.

We talked about sends and sefs and sips. I learnt that an isp after all is an
Independent School Partnership. We were introduced to TIs, RIs and AIs.
LIs, SIs, SCCIs and JIs.

This jargon is then compounded by the use of a plethora of
abbreviations: EYFS, KS1 (we used to say the first few years of
schooling), NC and so on.

We looked at PANDA; an endangered species, unlike Oft-stead. Given Oftstead's clairvoyant ability to make judgements about a school before
setting foot across the threshold one can only assume it stands for
Pedantic Adherence to Negative Data Alone.

PSE was introduced which became PSHE and PSHMVE.
To make matters even more confusing, every opportunity is taken
to use Crass, Ridiculous, Asinine and Perplexing acronyms. For
example, in the old era, the University of Cambridge Local
Examination Syndicate was known in conversation as “the
Cambridge exam board”. Now its youclez or uccles.
We talk about cats and sats. The secondary head-teachers’ union
became shar and later askill (this must be pronounced with a
north-English accent). One of the teaching unions became
ammer, although strangely I don’t think the National Union of
Teachers has ever been called nuts.
Lessons must begin with 'ellos and of course don’t forget to affle
(ask questions as you go along –
again something we’ve been doing for hundreds of years). This
leads one to suppose that a lesson without AfL is a waffle lesson.
The worst offender is oft-stead. Oft-stead insist on peppering
every conversation and report with as much jargon and as many
abbreviations and acronyms as possible. I remember my first day
as an HMI, when learning how to use the secure computer system,
the trainer talking about isps. When I plucked up enough
confidence to ask about this I was told pityingly that it meant
Internet Service Provider. That same afternoon a different trainer
was explaining the various inspection processes. Once again these
isps featured a good deal; I couldn’t for the life of me see what the
internet providers had to do with the inspections themselves. On
enquiring I was told “Inspection Service
Provider, you oaf” (Oft-stead Acronym for Fathead). My boss was
known as a shimmy, although I was never too sure whether this
was an acronym for Senior HMI or simply a reference to his greasy
pole.
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And then there was the eff. An eff (EF = Evidence Form) is a carbonised
form used to note down observations made during an inspection. Not
content with eff as a noun, oft-stead has invented a related verb: to eff.
This means noting down observations on an EF. So during an inspection
the school is full of effing inspectors!
The astute reader will have realised that the post-ERA malaise is the rise
of MLAs in education (Multiple Letter Abbreviations). We urgently need a
Credible, Respected Education and Teaching
INnovation from the DfE to sort this out: Dispel Acronyms Forever in
Teaching •

Tom has been a School Leader
for 20 years and his last post was
Founding Headmaster of the West
London Free School, the first Free
School, to sign a funding
agreement with the Secretary of
State. He had just 92 days to open
the school in the spotlight of
intense Media debate.
Tom also has experience of School Governance, having
served on five Boards over a period of 25 years; for seven
years he was Clerk to the Governors and Company
Secretary. Tom has also served as one of Her Majesty’s
Inspectors of Education, specialising in
Science, Mathematics and Leadership & Governance.
Publications include "Managing Schools in the
21st Century", [John Catt, London, 2008] and (as
contributor) "Establishing and Leading New Types of
School: challenges and opportunities for leaders and
leadership", [National College for School Leadership, 2013].

Listening : Advising : Supporting
Time to review your
catering and cleaning
services?
WLP is an independent consultancy
with broad experience and proven
expertise in education facilities
management, providing support
throughout the UK in both the
Independent and State school
sectors.
• Contract review & tender
management
• Support management &
procurement for in-house catering
services
• Registered trainers with RSPH for:
Food Safety
Health and Safety
Food Allergens
Special Diets & Nutrition

◦

◦
◦
◦

Contact us now to book an
initial free consultation meeting
e: admin@wlpconsultancy.co.uk
t: 01691 664234
www.wlpconsultancy.co.uk

